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2 S. SHELAH

§ 0. Introduction

I will start with directions on which I have very little to say; largely repeating what
I had written earlier.

Then, as one who does write all the time do not suffice to read, will give my skewed
outlook - move to things on which I have too much to say – topics

I have been working on in recent years. I will give references essentially only to my
work, out of laziness (and making last minute work, not the organizers fault).

I will interpret this forum as quite informal, so ‘‘I” will be quite dense.
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§ 1. Directions I know little about

Problem 1.1.

(A) The parallel of forcing for PA.
(B) The parallel of forcing for V = L.

It is very important but I do not have any idea what to do; probably like everybody
else.

For the first we have lots of candidates for being an independent statement: Rie-
mann hypothesis or e.g.:

Conjecture 1.2. Is it independent of ZFC that there are infinitely many primes
of the form n2 + 1? or p = 2n + 1?

For the second, a preliminary question is:

Problem 1.3. Find good questions which are candidates for being independent
from V = L (not connected to consistency strength, of course).

Question 1.4. (Andres Villaveces) In Conjecture 1.2, do you really mean ‘‘independent
of ZFC” rather then ‘‘independent of PA”?

Answer 1.5. I really intend ZFC (see Thesis 1.8) but even if I prove it just for PA
I will be dancing on the roof.

A question were others can say much is:

Problem 1.6.

(A) Continue the inner models of set theory program.
(B) Find good enough way to prove equi-consistency with super-compact car-

dinals as we know for inaccessible/measurable, etc.

Certainly AD give a fascinating descriptive set theory. BUT I do not think AD
give the ‘‘true theory”, just an extremely nice one and I believe there are more.

Problem 1.7.

(A) Prove the consistency of additional interesting/nice cases of descriptive set
theory.

(B) Developed descriptive set theory for P(λ) for uncountable κ.

Concerning Problem 1.7(B), forcing destroying stationary sets are a problem, show-
ing Levy collapse is not homogeneous.

Generally I believe:

Thesis 1.8. What we prove in ZFC is true; there are many interesting semi-axioms;
some more natural than others; a major criterion for judging them is if they resolve
many statements in interesting ways.

Large cardinals have additional crucial role: they give a scale for determining con-
sistency strength and so play a major role in independent results.

Question 1.9. (Grigor Sargsyan) Does the proof of ‘‘MM implies AD(∗)” change
your view on AD.
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Answer 1.10. In short the answer is not, not at all.

The long answer will take longer. While I think V = L is ‘‘improbable, a very
extreme case, of zero probability” (and you agree), I will give ¬0] a positive prob-
ability, such universes are certainly very interesting.

Even if you like to have ‘‘GCH fail everywere” you need as I recall just high enough
hyper-measurable.

Let me repeat: AD is a wonderful axiom with deep beautiful theory involved, one
for which the intuition of descriptive set theorist is fully fulfilled. True, V = L give
answers to the relevant question, however they feel it is a dull one, a ‘‘wrong” one.
But other families of problems draw you in other orthogonal direction.

E.g. for homological Abelian group theory, again V = L give you full answers,
erasing distinctions between various notions, see early [Nun77] and quite up to
date [EM02]; see more in Problem 8.2.

You may like to stick to the reals, but then ‘‘Cichoń’s maximum” indicate to me
we better have the continuum not too small among the alephs. Just note that if
inv0, . . . , inv9 list the cardinal invariants in Cichoń’s diagram and 2ℵ0 < ℵ10, then
we can prove ‘‘for some i < j < 10 we have invi = invj”.

All of this does not say that even Berkeley cardinals are not interesting/exciting,
but this is not the worthwhile direction.

Let me add, in the fifties and sixties the GCH was prominently use in set theory
(e.g. the partition calculus) and in model theory (e.g. isomorphic ultra-powers).
But later the picture changes.
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§ 2. On pcf theory/cardinal arithmetic

Probably many will ask about:

Conjecture 2.1.

(A) pp(ℵω) < ℵω1
instead pp(ℵω) < ℵω4

, or at least,
(B) If 2ℵ0 < ℵω then (ℵω)ℵ0 < ℵω1 .

Nice, but I think the real question is:

Problem 2.2. Given an aleph bound to pcf(a) for a a set of < min(a) regular
cardinals, or at least to pcfℵ1-complete(a).

By “aleph bound” we mean e.g. |a|+ω4 or just
(
|a|ℵ0

)+ω4
but even ‘‘|a|ℵ0 < first

weakly inaccessible above |a|” will be great, at least for me.

Conjecture 2.3. The RGCHℵω is true; that is the revised GCH for ℵω: see below.
Recall that it was proved for iω.

On revised GCH, see [She00b], [She02], [She06].

Recall

Definition 2.4. For a limit cardinal µ, the RGCHµ (that is, the revised general
continuum hypotheses for µ) means: for every cardinal λ > µ and every large
enough regular cardinal κ < µ, we have:

(a) there is a family of ≤ λ subsets of λ of cardinality < µ such that any other
one is included in the union of < κ of them, equivalently:

(b) if a is a set pf < µ regular cardinals from the interval (µ, λ) then

sup
(
pcfκ-complete(a)

)
≤ λ.

Question 2.5.

(A) Is RGCH the right formulation of Hilbert first problem considering what
the well known consistency results telling us we cannot prove.

(B) Is it the time for independence results or for ZFC?

I believed the answer to part (A) is yes, and still do; probably being a missionary
is not my calling, but we all can hope that history will eventually justify us.

Of course, there are many more questions; some of them may be crucial in various
applications, in particular see Problem 7.2 below.

Question 2.6. (Tanmay Inamdar)

(A) Is there any evidence that suggests that something like this may be true?
(B) Another question is what would be the right analogue of ‘revised power’ in

this case?

Answer 2.7. For the second question, yes, let me stress: the definition (at least
in the present version) of the RGCHµ is such that it make sense for any limit
cardinal. For strong limit cardinals we can replace ‘‘included in the union of < κ
many members” by ‘‘is equal to such a union”.

About the first question, well, a real supporting evidence would be a proof (or
disproof for the negations). But:

(A) On the positive side, Gitik independence proofs are far from this and I had
conjecture this and not the strong conjecture; see [She00a].
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(B) On the negative side, I have tried quite hard to prove it, failing. I did not
succeed to prove even ‘‘the cardinality of pcf(a) is smaller than the first
weakly inaccessible above the cardinality of a”.

(C) Looking at analog situation it take not few years to move from

‘‘ℵδ = (ℵω)ℵ0 ⇒ δ < (2ℵ0)+” to ‘‘(ℵω)ℵ0 < (2ℵ0)+ + ℵω4
”
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§ 3. With weak choice

Thesis 3.1. We all, (at least I) do know that the axiom of choice is true.

So why bother investigating set theory with restricted choice? Well, first I believe
ideology and/or good taste should never stop you from proving a good theorem.

But more to the point, while the existential quantifier is great and true interpreta-
tion, a constructive existential proof is better; and weakening the axiom of choice
is a major way to express this problem. I do not know how to advance on some old
question; e.g:

Problem 3.2.

(A) Is Quine set theory consistent?
(B) Does ZF + “if there is a function from a non empty A onto B then there

is a one to one function from B into A” implies the axiom of choice?

Also I do not know enough on the quite new ‘‘assuming choice fail only for large
enough cardinals, e.g. if Reinhardt elementary embedding of V into itself”.

I had been interested in trying to develop pcf theory in ZF or ZF + DC. The results
have not been so satisfying.

But this lead me to Ax4 assuming ZF + DC.

This axiom can be described as dual to ZF + DC + AD: that approach was closely
related to L[R] for which we have full choice except that we cannot well order the
set of reals.

While

Definition 3.3. Ax4 tell you that we can well ordered each [λ]ℵ0 .

So consider the set theory ZF + DC + Ax4.

A prototype for such universe is the Easton model where starting with V satisfying
GCH we for each regular uncountable cardinal λ, blew up it’s power set P(λ)
without putting a well ordering of it.

Thesis 3.4. This set theory is not as dull as ZF; in fact I think is not so far from
ZFC; we know it implies:

(A) There is a class of successor regular cardinals, essentially successor of sin-
gular are regular;

(B) While P(λ) is chaotic, if λ� κ = cf(κ) > ℵ0 then [λ]κ can be decomposed
to ‘‘few” well ordered sets, in fact uniformly, (let me stress their number
depend just on κ);

(C) We can generalized the ‘‘pcf existence of a generating sequence theorem”;
now on the one hand we have to use bigger lower bound to min(a) and a
cardinal may appear twice in the spectrum but on the other hand the scales
are defined canonically.

See [She97], [She12b], [She11a], [LS09], and [She16].

Not a great success at proselytizing.

Related to this is:

Problem 3.5. Classify definable forcing notions by the consistency strength of
each of the following (pedantically the pair (Q, η

˜
): where η

˜
being a Q-name of a

real.
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(A) ZF + DC + every set is equivalent to a Borel set modulo the ideal related
to the forcing Q and η

˜
.

(B) Similarly replacing DC by ACℵ0 ; have to be careful defining the ideal even
of the random real forcing.

(C) Similarly omitting DC altogether.

See e.g. my works with Haim Horowitz and references there.
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§ 4. Set theory of the reals: Polish set theory

There are many dichotomies of the form:

(∗)1 if the relevant cardinal is uncountable then it is the continuum (e.g. the
cardinality of a closed set of reals, |R/E| where E is a Π1

1-equivalence
relation. Also, as above for Σ1

1; if E remain an equivalence relation after
adding a Cohen real, even Π1

2), or:
(∗)2 if the relevant cardinal is ≤ ℵ1 then it is the continuum.

We shall assume that the continuum is large enough among the alephs (not like e.g.
‘‘real valued measurable”) and maybe MA, to clean the air.

Long ago I have anticipate that: if I prove

(∗)1 (ℵω,ℵ0)→ (2ℵ0 ,ℵ0),

then clearly I will shortly be able to prove:

(∗)2 if ψ ∈ Lℵ1,ℵ0 has a model of cardinality ℵω1 then it has a model of cardi-
nality continuum, 2ℵ0 .

Note that ℵω1 is a lower bound.

Alas, while (∗)1 had been proved , concerning (∗)2, more than fifty years later I have
not seen the light. What has been done is pointing out a cardinal which control
some interesting phenomena.

Definition 4.1. Let λ(ℵ0) be the first cardinal λ such that, if ψ ∈ Lℵ1,ℵ0 has a
model of cardinality λ, then it has a model of cardinality continuum, 2ℵ0 .

If we ask about existence of large square in Borel subsets of R×R this is analysed
in [522] and under our assumptions this cardinal is the right bound.

Recent works deal with giving a Borel set of reals, what is the maximum number
of translates with pairwise non trivial intersection? see [RS18], [RSa], [RSb], [RSc]
and in preparation [S+a].

Problem 4.2. Is λ(ℵ0) = ℵω1 (recall we are assuming the continuum is larger)?
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§ 5. set theory of the reals: forcing

In this context I am particularly interested in preservation theorems which naturally
lead to forcing axioms; though of course many problems require specific forcing.

Thesis 5.1. I think that the parallel to general topology/algebraic topology/the
topology of Rn/examples, in this context is:

(a) general iteration theorems like properness,
(b) reasonably definable forcing Suslin, nep,
(c) creature forcing,
(d) specific forcing.

While many properties are preserved for iterating proper forcing notions with CS
(that is, countable support), two glaring omissions are no new real and adding no
Cohen. In both cases we do not have preservation in the limit stage.

While still much had been said in the case of no new real, for no Cohen the picture
is opaque.

Thesis 5.2. While the case of the continuum being ℵ2 was easiest for forcing, and
we know much about forcing preserving the continuum being ℵ1, the situation for
larger values of the continuum seem opaque.

If you truly believe that the continuum is ℵ1 and/or ℵ2 this is not a problem,

However while I know we cannot determine the values of the continuum, it seem to
me that:

Thesis 5.3.

(A) The value of the continuum naturally/probably much larger than ℵ2.
(B) A strong argument for me is that if the continuum is at most ℵ2, then

in e.g. Cichoń’s diagram there are many relations between those cardinal
invariants, which are artificial as proved recently by ‘‘Cichoń’s Maximum”.

See [GKS19], [KLS19], [GKMS21a], [RS87], and [GKMS21b] and references there.
There are other such results.

We have various additional ways to classify pairs (Q, η
˜

) where Q is a definition of
a forcing notion and η

˜
is a Q-name of a reals.

Problem 5.4. Classify them by being sweet/sour/saccharinity.

See on this [DS03], [RS06], [KS11], and [HS].

Problem 5.5. Classify such pairs by asking is there an ℵ1-complete ideal I on a
set λ such that the Boolean algebra P(A)/I is isomorphic to the ideal on R which
the pair (Q, η

˜
) define on R.

See [GS99], [GS93], [GS01] and [KS17] and references there.
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§ 6. Combinatoric for cardinal above the continuum

The old Hungarian school list of problems (see [EH71] and [EH74]) have strong
influence in particular on my work; originally I have started to be interested for the
applications in model theory. Komjath has lately update it.

In this tradition I have thought:

Thesis 6.1.

(A) It is worthwhile to prove consistency of strong partition theorems in par-
ticular between µ and 2µ.

(B) This include relatives of partition theorems true for large cardinals.

See [She81], [SS01], [She12a], [She], and references there.

Such a problem is:

Problem 6.2. Prove consistency of a partition theorem improving the classical

Hajnal - Juhasz general topology result |X| ≤ 2(2
s(X)).

Problem 6.3. Can we generalize the dichotomies in (∗)1, (∗)2 from §4 replacing
ℵ0 by κ > ℵ0.

Tries in this direction are: [MSS83], [MSS84], [GS89], [GS98b], [HS01], [She01],
[SV02b], [SV02a], [She04], [She11b] and references there.
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§ 7. Black boxes

Having started in model theory, I have tried to build many non-isomorphic models
of suitable theories; this lead me to constructing principles. Having learn later on
the earlier Jensen diamond, I considered it wonderful but ‘‘expensive”, that is not
provable in ZFC. I have aimed at getting weaker guessing principles which are cheap
provable in ZFC; when they do not speak of subsets of δ for δ ∈ S (as is the case
of weak diamond [DS78]) I have been calling them black boxes.

Thesis 7.1. It is good to find black boxes = guessing principle provable to exist
in ZFC.

See [She74], [She84a], [She84b], [She22], [She05], [She13], and the books [EM02]
and [GT06].

I have dream about:

Problem 7.2. Prove that there are unboundedly many regular cardinals λ such
that for some κ < λ, (of particular interest is κ = ℵ0) and a sequence 〈Mδ : δ <
λ, cf(δ) = κ〉 such that:

• Mδ is a τδ-model with universe an unbounded subset of λ,
• for every model M with universe λ and vocabulary τ ⊆H (κ) for station-

arily many δ we have Mδ is an elementary sub-model of M .

If τ consist of predicates only this is provable (for many κ-s, but alas, not for ℵ0
and not for ℵ1.)

Thesis 7.3. For many problems on Abelian groups (and modules, and groups) we
need n-dimensional black boxes

On existence theorems and some applications see [She07] for ℵn-free ones and
[She20] for haω1×n-free ones and some applications, they are applied in [GHS14],
[GSS13], [DHS20] and hopefully (in preparation) for suitable ring R on having an
R-module M such that every endomorphism of M as an Abelian groups is multi-
plication by some r ∈ R. The reason is that the analysis of quite free such algebraic
structures lead to failure of n-amalgamation.
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§ 8. forcing above the continuum

There is much to be said for and about the family of Prikry like forcing notion, but
better not my me.

Even excluding this there has been much work and I will concentrate on some
directions close to my heart.

Problem 8.1. Find consistent forcing axioms with ℵ0 replaced by a strong limit
singular µ.

There are some works in this direction, using on the one hand well established
forcing to change the cofinality of a large cardinal (and possibly collapsing µ to
become e.g. iδ where δ may be even ω) and, on the other hand, have a preliminary
forcing which establish a forcing notion on µ, “when it was a regular large cardinal”.
The point is that something of the forcing axiom is preserved after in the final model.

See

(∗)1 [MS89] on getting uniformization properties;
(∗)2 [GS98a] on density of box product and P -filters,
(∗)3 [DS03] on getting the existence a graph of cardinality µ++ < 2µ universal

for graphs of cardinality µ+ for µ of cofinality ℵ0;
(∗)4 [CDM+17] getting more in particular the cofinality is larger;
(∗)5 [PSb], [PSa] on getting a universal graphs in µ+ < 2µ or some quite arbi-

trary λ ∈ (µ, 2µ).

Still non of this look like a satisfying forcing axiom. Maybe we need to mix the
preparatory forcing with a sophisticated Radin like forcing.

Another direction is:

Problem 8.2. Force a forcing axiom consistent with GCH, applying to all regular
cardinals.

See for an attempt in [GSar] and hopefully (in preparation) [S+b]. A major idea
there is that for regular λ, forcing notions which are S-complete for S = Sλ =
{δ < λ+ : cf(δ) = λ} are problematic, just demanding this for some S, a stationary
subset of λ, (usually of Sλ), is ‘‘soft”. So we just demand the axiom saying that for
every suitable task related to λ there is a stationary sub-set for which this holds.
This is sufficient for existence for many problems.

I expect this will give a universe where the answer to many problem in set theoretical
homology separating many properties which coincide if V = L; the one partially
written deal with some uniformization and proving having Ext(G,Z) = 0 may fail
compactness in singular strong limit.
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Problem 8.3. Develop forcing and iterated forcing methods preserving λ = λ<λ

at least for inaccessible cardinals which are bounding, that is, every new f ∈ λλ is
bound by an “old” such function.

For long I have ‘‘known” that for regular uncountable λ = λ<λ > ℵ0 there is a
bounding (< λ)-complete λ+-c.c. forcing notion not adding a λ-Cohen η ∈ λ2.

This unlike the case λ = ℵ0 were random real forcing is such a forcing; but this
does not generalize because there is no generalization of Lebesgue measure with the
ideal of null being (< λ)-complete.

After explaining this, quite convincingly by my judgment I have go on and prove
the existence.

This is done in [She17] for a weakly compact cardinal λ; the idea is that we define
by induction on inaccessible κ < λ a forcing notion Qκ which try to be very Cohen,
so at first glance this is contrary to our intention. This mean that the restriction of
the generic η

˜
to κ belong to many dense subsets of κ2. This is continued in [CS19]

for every inaccessible assuming a mild condition easily forced. This will hopefully
be continued in a work in preparation [S+c] where we move to having a forcing be
more like iteration. There is more to be said on generalizing Cichoń’s diagram in
this context.

I believe this is the beginning of a theory of iterating such bounding forcing notions.
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